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四六级考试试题答案专题 一 作文部分 1. 现在许多人热衷于各

类证书考试 2.其目的各不相同 3.在我看来 Certificate Craze For

the past year or two, the pursuit of various certificates has emerged as

a gold rush across the Chinese landscape. According to a recent

report released by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, a leading

think-tank in the Middle Kingdom, some 60 percent of individuals

are keen on obtaining a great variety of certifications, ranging from

Business English Certificate to diverse Professional Certificates. This

is an intensely popular trend that we cannot afford to ignore。

Digging into this prevailing tide, we can identify that a couple of

driving forces are at work, and the single most important one, on my

personal level, is the mounting strain stemming from the cut-throat

competition on the Chinese mainland. Peoples intentions are sharply

different when pursuing a certificate. As far as the graduates are

concerned, a host of students argue that diverse certificates can

demonstrate their abilities and their competitive edge is hugely

sharpened compared with their peers. Take a concrete example.

Candidates holding a highly recognized certification will stand a

much better chance of landing a decent and high-paying post. On

the part of the white-collar staff, the professional certificates matter

much in the course of progressing up the corporate ladder。

However, whether a certificate can truly reflect an individuals



capability is widely questionable. As might be expected, folks are split

over this issue. From my own perspective, we should be rational as to

the craze of getting certificates. Most importantly, we are supposed to

put honing our real skills at the top of the agenda. Only in this way

can we hope to stay ahead of the increasingly stiff competition。 (由

燕守伟老师提供) 二 快速阅读部分 1 D) The low graduation rates

of minority students。 2 B) Its increased enrollment of minority

students。 3 A) The rising generation will be less well educated than

the previous one。 4 C) Fifteen percent。 5 A) they recruit the best

students。 6 A) Universities are to blame。 7 B) They cannot afford

the high tuition。 8 they are less qualified 9 some preparatory

courses 10 be closed 三 听力部分 11 C) She has not got the mans

copies for her 12 B) She was late for the appointment 13 A) It wont

be easy for Mark to win the election 14 D) It failed to arrive at its

destination in time 15 D) Just make use of whatever information is

available 16 D) The woman isnt qualified to take the course the man

mentioned 17 B) They are both to blame 18 B) They are in desperate

need of financial assistance 19 D) We derive some humorous

satisfaction from their misfortune 20 C) They dont know how to

cope with the situation 21 A) They themselves would like to do it but

dont dare to 22 C) To relieve her feelings 23 D) Bringing a handgun

into Hong Kong 24 D) He is suspected of having slipped something

in Kunmars bag 25 D) Find Alfred Foster 26 A) They think travel

gives them their moneys worth 27 A) Launch a new program of

adventure trips 28 C) The way people travel 29 C) The changing

roles played by men and women 30 C) Offer more creative and



practical ideas than men 31 B) To show that women are capable of

doing what men do 32 C) Reporting criminal offenses in Greenville

33 D) It has fewer violent crimes than big cities 34 B) There are a

wide range of cases 35 C) Write about something pleasant 36 flavors

37 confused 38 particularly 39 behavior 40 variety 41 overwhelmed

42 senior 43. strategies 44. who has undertaken the most exhausted

search would be the most satisfied with their final decision 45. why

these people feel less satisfied is that a world of possibilities may also

be a world of missed opportunities 46. After surveying every option,

a person is more acutely aware of the opportunities they had to turn

down to pursue just one career 四 短句问答部分 47 what is in your

bosss mind 48 challenging our bosss authority 49 consequences 50

be proposed and reviewed 51 confrontations 五 仔细阅读部分 52

A) The general public thinks differently from most economists on

the impact of immigration。 53 D) They can get consumer goods at

lower prices。 54 A) They have a harder time getting a job with

decent pay。 55 B) It may place a great strain on the state budget。

56 B) People are making too big a fuss about something of small

impact。 57.A) Great diversity。 58.C) It will produce business

leaders of a uniform style。 59.C) Attitude and approach to business

。 60.C) Applicants from outside the traditional sectors。 61.D) It is

shifting towards more collaborative models。 六 完形填空部分 62

B ) employers 63 A) but 64 D ) devote 65 A ) competitive 66 A )

academic 67 B ) necessarily 68 B) outside 69 C ) demanding 70 B )

potential 71 C ) relevant 72 D ) up 73 A ) voluntary 74 B ) and 75 A )

exceptional 76 B ) perform 77 B ) formally 78 D ) For instance 79 D )



demonstrated 80 D ) scheme 81 C ) peers 六 翻译部分 82 would

rather stop to enjoy the beatiful scenery 83 neither (party was) willing

to abandon its position 84 could have cured the cancer patient 85

really kind of you to give me so much help 86 before they could

reunite 由张培、燕守伟、缪金华、子京老师提供，丁晓钟审
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